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ABSTRACT—The use of pulse width modulation with selective harmonic elimination (SHE-PWM) in 

cascaded H-bridges (CHB) multilevel converters allows the reduction of the output current distortion by the 

elimination of low order harmonic components. However, voltages produced by CHB modules to synthesize the 

SHE-PWM pattern is an issue that deserves deeper investigation. CHB systems fed by sources with current 

source characteristics, as photovoltaic strings operating with MPPT, may feature dif- ferent source capacities. 

Thus, it is important that the energy provided by each module is proportional to the available energy, so input 

voltages remain balanced. This paper presents the development of a genetic algorithm (GA) to determine 
optimal waveforms to be synthesized by the CHB modules that ensures the equalization of the fundamental 

components, or even that a specific relationship between between them is achieved. Simula- tion results for five 

and nine-levels demonstrate the applicability of the technique, allowing the voltage balance of the DC buses  

tobeaddressedeveninthemodulationstage. 

Index Terms—Genetic algorithm, modulation, optimization, multilevel inverters, harmonic elimination, THD. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.   Basic structure for one phase of a 

multilevel cascaded H-bridges   with N-levels 
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IV. CASESTUDIES 
The GA-based optimization strategy 

proposed in the pre- vious 

sectionisvalidatedbymeansofcasestudiesbasedon 

simulations. Results for cascaded multilevel 

inverters with five andnine-levels 

arepresented.Inthefirstcasetheobjective is to achieve 

the desired modulation index and match 

thefundamentalcomponentsofafivelevelinverter.Thi

sisthecase,forexample,ofsourceswithequalcurrentsI

dc,1andIdc,2onFig.1.Forthesecondcase,theobjective

istoalsoreachthemodulationindex,butinthiscasetofor
ceaspecificunbalancebetweenfundamentalcompone

ntsoftheoutputvoltagesforaninelevelinverter.Anexa

mplewheredifferentpowerlevelsneedtobeextractedfr

omeachconvertersothatvoltagesofdcbusesaremainta

inedbalanced.Resultsandcommentsfor each case are 

presentedbelow. 

A. Five-levels: balanced fundamentals 

For this first case the objective is to find 

the optimal output voltage for the individual CHB 

converters so that the SHE- PWM pattern described 

by the transition vector (4) provide  

equalfundamentalcomponents.Thismaybeachievedd
efining a weighting matrixas 

W1=diag 1  1 (16) 

that will be  employed  by  the  objective  

function  (15), where diaga function for diagonal 

matrices creation. The optimal waveforms obtained 

by the proposed GA is depicted by Fig. 5(a). Fig. 

5(b) detail the harmonic components, where one 

can verifies that both fundamentals of each 

converterareequalized.Moreover,asitcanbeseenonFi

g.6,thisbalanceis maintained over the full range of 

modulation indexes that the SHE-PWM pattern is 
able to synthesize. The solution found by the GA 

features 24 switching, which for this case is equal 

tothenumberofswitchingpatternitself. 

 

 
and the GA is run for  the  SHE-PWM  

pattern  of  Fig.  7.The results obtained are depicted 

by Fig. 8, where one can observe 40 switching 

events, while the output voltage vanfeatures 32 

switchingevents. 

The development of the fundamental 

components of the converter due to the variation of 

the modulation index for     the resulting 
configuration is illustrated by Fig. 9, where 

expected unbalance of the fundamental components 

can be observed. The forced unbalance occurs over 

the entire range  of modulation indexes that the 

SHE-PWM patter is able to synthesize, although it 

need to be highlighted that a fixed ratio 

cannotbemaintainedthroughoutthisrange 
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Fig. 8. Optimized converter waveforms for the 

SHE-PWM pattern of Fig. 7 with forced 
fundamental unbalance (a) voltages produced by 

individual converters; (b) harmonic components of 

output voltages of the converters 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper presented an automatic method for 

specification of voltage waveforms to be 

synthesized by cascaded H- bridges multilevel 

converters employing SHE-PWM. Basedon a GA, 

and for any given SHE-PWM pattern with 

precomputedswitchingangles,theproposedmethoden

ablesabetterbalanceofpowerprocessedbyeachconver

ter.Besides,italsoallows to obtain waveforms with 

unbalanced fundamentals that can be used by 

control strategies as an additional resource for 

balancing and equalizing DC buses directly on the 

modulation stage. This makes the proposed strategy 
a majorcandidate for grid-tie systems fed by 

renewable sources. Case studies  forfive and nine-

level converters requiring balanced or unbal- anced 

fundamental components was presented, and the 

results corroborates with the applicability of the 

proposed strategy.    It is worth noticing that 

although it was reported results only for those 

configurations, the proposed strategy can be easily 

applied to inverters with higher number of levels, 

with the elimination of as much harmonics as 

necessary, and even for asymmetric 
multilevelconverters. 
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